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market portfolioArchitecturalACRYCLEAR™ +

ACRYCLEAR™ is a continuous cast general purpose acrylic material. Colorful and multi-talented, ACRYCLEAR™ can be used as a glazing solution as well as a partition or commercial signage.
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ACRYSTEEL™ +

ACRYSTEEL™ is a continuous cast general purpose acrylic material, whose formulation has been specifically modified to increase its resistance to impacts and climatic aggressions.
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AVONITE™ +

AVONITE™ is an Acrylic Solid Surface. Thermoformable, non-porous and hygienic, its subtle translucency allows the creation of intriguing light effects. AVONITE™ can be used for any type of indoor or outdoor installation.
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ACRYSTEEL™ Marine +

ACRYSTEEL™ Marine is an impact modified acrylic material designed to adapt to the specificities of the marine environment. Thanks to its high resistance to shocks and climatic aggressions, ACRYSTEEL™ Marine can be used as a boat hull, as an external coating or in a cabin.
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AVONITE™ +

AVONITE™ is an Acrylic Solid Surface. Thermoformable, non-porous and hygienic, its subtle translucency allows the creation of intriguing light effects. AVONITE™ can be used for any type of indoor or outdoor installation.
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INDURO™ +

INDURO 's unique formulation offers an upgrade alternative to all sheet moulding composite (SMC) used in transportation, with better UV and chalking resistance and an improved finish.
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The ACRYSAN™ continuous cast acrylic and highly engineered composite sheets (ACRYSAN™ Plus) are used as bathtub, basin or shower tray liners. Warm to the touch, easy to handle, manufacture and live with, Aristech Surfaces LLC offers a wide range of standard and customizable sizes and colors.
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ACRYSPA™ +

ACRYSPA™ continuous cast acrylic sheets are used to produce the interior, decor surfaces of hot tubs. Available in monolithic or engineered composite (ACRYSPA™ Plus), their cross-linked molecular structure provides better chemical, thermal, UV and mechanical resistance.
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ACRYSWIM™ +

The ACRYSWIM™ continuous cast monolithic and highly engineered composite acrylic sheets (ACRYSWIM™ Plus) have been designed to meet the specific needs of swim spa manufacturing. Their cross-linked molecular structure provides better chemical, thermal and mechanical resistance.
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AVONITE™ Flex +

AVONITE™ Flex is a Highly Engineered Patent-Pending Solid Surface that offers all the design, mechanical and aesthetic properties of Solid Surface combined with the extreme vacuum-formable properties of specialty sheets.
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AVONITE™ +

AVONITE™ is an Acrylic Solid Surface. Thermoformable, non-porous and hygienic, its subtle translucency allows the creation of intriguing light effects. AVONITE™ can be used for a range of sanitaryware applications.
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[image: ]Vancouver House, British Columbia, Canada
Fabricator: Westbank
Photos: Ema Peter Photography
Material: AVONITE™ Solid Surface in Polaris

Unlocking Bold Creative Solutions, Together.



Our Story
For over 50 years, Aristech Surfaces has produced and marketed a broad range of world-class surface and design materials to provide quality, cost-conscious and high-end aesthetic solutions sought by OEMs, architects, designers and fabricators for industries around the globe. Aristech Surfaces corporate headquarters is located in Florence, KY and has multiple manufacturing facilities, an extensive distribution network and a driven global sales force to service the needs of customers worldwide.
learn more
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July 2023Introducing INDURO™ Acrylic Capped Sheet from Trinseo
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June 2023New Riverine Collection Offers Cut Marble and Granite Look Giving New Visual Options to Designers
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November 2022AVONITE® Flex: The definition of comfort and elegance for sanitaryware trends 




careers
[image: ]Interested in joining a team changing the world of surfacing?  
Click here and apply today.



Architectural
Our ARCHITECTURALLY focused portfolio of materials, includes a wide range of cell-cast and continuous-cast specialty sheets, architectural resins and solid surfaces of all types: acrylic, modified or highly-engineered. The group offers various state-of-the-art solutions, depending on the needs of the application; glazing that is more transparent than glass, impact modified materials for strength, external facade envelopes or customizable materials. Aristech Surfaces LLC is constantly striving to provide a full range of materials that are as aesthetically pleasing as they are durable and offers its products in a wide range of sizes, thicknesses, colors and patterns. Its materials are recommended by architects and sold to distributors, manufacturers and OEMs worldwide.
learn more
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Transportation/Recreation
Our latest center of attention falls within the appropriately named TRANSPORTATION & RECREATION portfolio of Aristech Surfaces LLC. An inclusive segment providing solutions to the marine, outdoor living, transportation, etc. markets in a wide range of applications focused on superior weather, chemical and UV resistance, impact strength, lightweighting and clarity.
learn more
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Wellness
With its first production line launched in 1969, the WELLNESS focused portfolio by Aristech Surfaces LLC is the historical core business of the group, producing high performance specialty acrylic sheets for sanitaryware and interior surfaces of hot tubs and swim spas. Equipped with (4) continuous cast production lines, the Florence (KY) plant, has one of the largest production capacities in the world, allowing it to provide a continuous service that is particularly appreciated by the largest producers of these applications globally.
learn more
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applications
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Bath Tubs
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Counters and Desks
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Signage
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Hot Tubs and Swim Spas
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Partitions
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Sinks
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Glazing
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Backlit Features
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Facades
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POP
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Tabletops
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Wayfinding Signage
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Wind Deflection
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Furniture
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Kitchen and Home
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Marine
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Integral Sinks
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